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1 ‘Claim. 

This invention relates to the class of bottles, 
jars, and paste tubes, and pertains particularly 
to an improved holding means for the caps or 
tops of such articles. 
The present invention has for its primary ob 

ject to provide an improved. device for securing 
the caps of paint tubes or toothpaste tubes to 
the bodies of the tubes and for securing caps to 
bottles which are in frequent use, such as con 
tainers for hand-lotions, ?nger nail polishes or 
the like whereby such caps,or tops will be pre 
vented from becoming lost in the event that they 
are dropped after being detached from the car 
riers therefor. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an improved holding or securing device of the 
above described character which may be readily 
transferred from one bottle or tube to another, 
thus providing holding means for the caps or tops 
of such articles which does not necessitate any 
altered construction of either the cap or the body 
of the article, and which may be used over a long 
period of time, in that it may be transferred, as 
stated, from one article to another. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide a holding device for paste tube caps and 
bottle tops, which is formed of a strand of resil 
ient material having a yieldable or stretchable 
collar at each end, one of which collars is 
adapted to be stretched over the mouth of a 
paste tube or bottle while the other is adapted 
to be stretched over and resiliently secured about 
the cap for such bottle or tube. 
The invention will be best understood from a 

consideration of the following detailed descrip 
tion taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawing forming part of this speci?cation, with 
the understanding, however, that the invention 
is not con?ned to any strict conformity with the 
showing of the drawing but may be changed or 
modi?ed so long as such changes or modi?ca 
tions mark no material departure from the salient 
features of the invention as expressed in the ap 
pended claim. 

In the drawing: 
Figure l is a view in plan of a device con 

structed in accordance with the present inven 
tion. 

Fig. 2 is an edge view of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a view of the device shown applied to 

a bottle having a screw-type top or cap. 
Fig. 4 is a view showing the device applied to a 

tube of the type used for toothpaste, etc. 
Referring now more particularly to the draw 

ing, the numeral I generally designates an elon 
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gated band of material which is preferably 
formed of rubber, altho as will be hereinafter 
speci?cally pointed out, this, may be formed of 
some flexible but non-stretchable material. The 
band I, when formed of a single piece of rubber, 5 
as illustrated, has an enlarged portion or tab 2 
at each end through the center of which an 
aperture 3 is formed. It will be readily apparent 
that the device as illustrated in Fig. 1 may be 
easily stamped from a single piece of rubber ma- 10 
terial and the portion intermediate the tabs 2, 
while here illustrated as being ?at, may be in the 
form of a cord. While such structure has not 
been illustrated, it will be apparent that the por 
tion I may be formed of braided material of a 15 
non-stretchable character and the tabs 2 may 
be formed of rubber and vulcanized to the ends 
of the braided strand. Such a construction 
would give the same results when in use as an 
all-rubber form of the device. 20 

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the application of the 
cap holder, Fig. 3 showing the same applied to 
the neck 4 of a bottle 5 and to- the cap 6 Which 
is threadably attached to the neck. As will be 
apparent, one of the tabs 2 of the device is 25 
stretched so as-to sufficiently enlarge the aper 
ture 3 thereof to receive the neck of the bottle 
while the other tab is stretched in the same man 
ner to receive a cap 6, thus securely coupling the 
cap to the bottle so that it cannot become lost 30 
therefrom. 

Fig. 4 shows the use of the device in association 
with a collapsible tube of the type used for tooth 
paste, shaving cream and similar materials, such 
tube being generally designated by the numeral 1 35 
and having the usual well known screw-threaded 
cap 8 applied thereto, which cap: has the usual 
reduced skirt portion 9 about which one of the 
tabs 2 engages. The other tab of the device en 
gages around the nozzle of the tube in the man 
ner shown. 
From the foregoing it will be readily apparent 

that a device embodying the present invention 
is of simple construction and therefore may be 
economically manufactured and sold, and that it 45 
is of such a character that no change in the con- ‘ 
struction of the paste tube or its cap or the bottle 
or its cap is necessary in order to use the device. 
It will also be readily apparent that after the tube 
or bottle to which the device is applied has been 50 
emptied, the device may be taken off and trans 
ferred to a ?lled container, thus making it of 
longer usefulnes. 
The device may be made in di?erent sizes to 

conform to the size of the bottle or tube in as- 55 
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sociation with which it is to be used, and it is to 
be understood that at all times the portion I 
must be of such a length that although it twists 
about the neck of the bottle or tube when the cap 
therefor is placed thereon, it will not be wrapped 
around tightly enough to cause a reverse rota 
tion of the cap when the latter is released. 

I claim: , 

In a receptacle having a discharge neck and 
a cap adapted to be removably secured over the 
neck, attaching means for said cap comprising a 
band of stretchable material having each end en 
larged to form a flat tab, each of said tabs having 
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an opening therethrough, one of said tabs being 
stretched for the reception of said neck and the 
other tab being stretched over and securing the 
cap in the opening thereof, the said cap and neck 
being tightly secured to the tab by the contrac 
tion of the same thereabout whereby the cap and 
neck are held against turning independently of 
the attached tabs and the said band being of 
su?icient length to permit the cap to be turned 
on and for connection with the neck of the re- 10 
ceptacle. 
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